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December 18, 2008 
Simplify Your Life 

 
 
Simplify Your Life: Far from being selfish or irresponsible, taking time for yourself on a regular 
basis can make you a better parent, spouse, worker—and a happier person as well work-family 
demands. How do we break the spell and accept the invitation to a freer life-style? Simplification 
is the key. You can choose to be "Fast and Furious" or "Slow and Easy." You must first let go of 
the attitudes that continually deny your health and happiness in an effort to be responsible. The 
important thing is to keep working on simplifying your life and finding ways to keep it simple.  

Try simplifying your work and/or home life with these techniques:  

• Set realistic goals; simplify your expectations. Life is filled with foibles, flaws, and 
imperfections.  

• Mark one day off your calendar a month to "catch up."  
• Give yourself permission to play; schedule "Joy Breaks"—fun in small doses. Get as 

good at planning fun as you are now at scheduling work.  
• Blend rewarding work with time for personal refreshment.  
• Plan a day to work at home once in a while.  
• Schedule a breather. If you live by a calendar, schedule one hour a day to allow some 

breathing space. "Take Five" for yourself. Five minutes away from your work area can 
have a dramatic effect on your productivity.  

• Schedule time to work on specific projects. Give yourself time to work on these things by 
scheduling work time in your calendar.  

• De-clutter. Divide your desk or room at home into sections. Pick one section and start de-
cluttering. Try handling things only once. Use three boxes or bags, marking them: Keep, 
Give Away, and Toss.  

• Delegate. Stop trying to do everything yourself. Let your spouse and children help with 
family responsibilities.  

• Rid yourself of old commitments and goals. Stop to think about everything you're doing 
or working towards. Does it still fit your life today? If not, stop doing it or get rid of it as 
a goal.  

• Take a "well" day. Enjoy doing what you enjoy the most.  
• Take a 1-minute speed whine. Find a friend, set a timer, and take turns whining about 

everything you can fit into 1 minute. If you whine fast enough, you'll end up laughing—
the best stress-buster of all.  

For most of us, work is an inescapable fact of life—it is the way we obtain the physical 
necessities of existence. However, everyone needs to renew, recharge, and relax. Only by 



breaking the chains of busyness can we escape the prison of status quo and experience life. 
You don't need to set aside hours to reap the benefits of "Taking Five"—try building little 
blocks of fun into your day.       

We also have a great publication called “Getting Organized” The charge is only $2.00 and it is 
really a great workbook you can use to get all your personal and financial records all in one 
place. It has just been updated and is #1121 in our publication system. We have some extras 
available at our office. This is a great idea for a little extra gift for the holidays. 

Another gift idea is our Master Gardener Calendar that is available for $6. It is very 
colorful. Color In the Landscape Is Theme for 2009 ISU Extension Garden Calendar.  More 
than 70 color photographs illustrate this year's edition of the calendar, which is available 
for holiday giving. The 2009 Garden Calendar, PM 815, is available at our office.  
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